Anita
Spirit Super member

30 June 2021

Member outcomes assessment
Choice product

“We have determined that the Spirit Super
products promote the best financial
interests of members and are expected to
continue doing so going forward.”
Naomi Edwards, Chair of Spirit Super,
February 2022.
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Any advice given is provided by Quadrant First Pty Ltd (ABN 78 102 167 877, AFSL
284443) (Spirit Super Advice) which is wholly owned by Motor Trades Association of
Australia Superannuation Fund Pty. Limited (ABN 14 008 650 628, AFSL 238718), the
trustee of Spirit Super (ABN 74 559 365 913). A copy of the Financial services guide for
Spirit Super Advice is available at spiritsuper.com.au/financial-services-guide or by
calling us on 1800 005 166. You should consider the Product disclosure statement and
Target market determination available at spiritsuper.com.au/pds or by calling
1800 005 166 before deciding if the fund is appropriate for you.
Past performance isn’t a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of
investments can rise or fall, and investment returns can be positive or negative.
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2021

At Spirit Super our goal is to be big enough to make a
difference and small enough to care. This means we put our
member’s interests at the centre of everything we do.

We’re pleased to present our member outcomes assessment for the year ended 30 June 2021.
This assessment shows how our choice investment options, products and services have promoted our members’
financial interests in this last financial year and how we expect them to continue doing so going forward.
Our approach, peer groups and data sources for this assessment are on page 10.
It all starts with spirit
At Spirit Super we put our member’s interests at the centre of everything we do.
Our goal is to be big enough to make a difference and small enough to care. That means providing personalised
super, insurance and advice at every life stage to help you secure your financial future and embrace your ideal
retirement.
Our scale, efficiencies, and capabilities have increased significantly following the successful merger between
MTAA Super and Tasplan in April 2021. This has translated into better value for members through reduced costs
and enhanced products and services.
We also now have a new brand identity, new digital interfaces, and a suite of updates to our products and services.
These changes are designed to make engaging with your super easier and give you the tools and knowledge you
need to get the most out of your retirement savings.
Spirit Super at a glance

Spirit Super
Top 25%

Spirit Super
$145
Median super fund
$290

Spirit Super
9.34%

Peer median
9.14%

Over 10 years, our Australian
shares option produced a
return of 9.34% compared to
a peer median of 9.14%.
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Other funds

Members invested in our
choice products paid annual
administration fees for a
$50,000 account balance of
$145. This is almost half as
much as the median MySuper
fund of $290 per year.

We’re now positioned in the

top 25% of funds in terms

of funds managed on behalf of
members.

Determination summary
Comparison factors
Investment returns
Our choice
investment options
have provided strong
risk-adjusted returns
over the medium and
long term.
Our historically defensive positioning
and investment selection by
MTAA Super resulted in subdued
investment performance relative to
other funds to 30 June 2021.
Our investment portfolio is
undergoing a significant period of
transformation following the merger,
and this is expected to improve
long-term performance.

Fees and costs
Our choice product
annual fees on a
$50,000 account
balance are
considerably lower.
Our merger allowed us to decrease
administration fees for all Spirit
Super members.
Our fees and costs for all products
remain highly competitive against
the industry median across all
account balances. Within our
choice product, the annual fees
(administration and investment) for
all diversified investment options
on a $50,000 account balance are
considerably lower than the median
super fund.

Investment risk

!

Performance of our
products and level
of risk is aligned
with the investment
strategy.

We manage risk carefully across
all our products. Our products’
performance and risk level are
aligned with our investment strategy
and consistent with the level of risk
of comparable choice investment
options offered across other super
funds.

Assessment factors
Investment strategy

Options benefits and facilities

We offer a range of investment
options with different asset
allocations and risk profiles to suit
the diverse needs of our members.
Our investment strategy focuses on
investing in assets that are expected
to generate strong returns for
members while also contributing to
the communities they live in.

We strive to support our members’
journey with choice and service
as unique as they are. We pride
ourselves on easy interactions,
excellent service, and personal
support, with products and services
that offer good value and meet the
changing needs of members now
and in the long run.

Insurance strategy and fees
We recognise how important it
is to have insurance cover that’s
appropriate and affordable for our
members. Our guiding principle is
that the cost of default insurance
cover should be no more than 1% of
salary over a member’s lifetime (to
retirement), which is currently being
achieved. Our members’ claims
experience as measured by approval
rates and claim times was better
than our competitors over 2020-21.
With the COVID-19 uncertainty
impacting our new fund’s insurance
pricing over 2020-21 we’ll be looking
to undertake a pricing review in 2022.
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In 2021, we maintained our Platinum
rating from independent ratings
agency SuperRatings for our value
for money, investment performance,
fees, and fund operations.
Scale
Following our successful merger,
we now have a greater capacity
to invest in high-quality direct
investment assets and to increase
our internal investment expertise
with specialist knowledge in each
asset class.
As a larger fund, we’ve been able
and will continue to take advantage
of economies of scale and negotiate
improved fees with strategic
partners and investment managers.

Setting of fees and operating
costs
The fees and costs we charge
are designed to provide good
long-term value and be sustainable,
competitive, and equitable. Our
operating costs and fees are below
the median of other super funds.

Assessment detail
Comparison factors
Investment returns
Our choice options have provided strong risk-adjusted returns in the medium and long term. Our historically
defensive positioning and investment selection by MTAA Super resulted in subdued investment performance for
some options relative to other funds to 30 June 2021, albeit by small margins.
Our investment portfolio is undergoing a significant period of transformation following the merger, and this is
expected to improve long-term performance. The International shares and Diversified fixed interest investment
options have been significantly reconfigured to improve future performance for these options and diversified
options invested in these asset classes.
Investment return for choice options as at 30 June 2021 - minimum investment time frame
1 year

5 years

10 years

Growth

9.04%

Median (comparable options)

T 9.28%

Conservative

4.72%

S 4.64%

Median (comparable options)
Australian shares

9.34%

Median (comparable options)

S 9.14%

International shares

10.94%

Median (comparable options)

T 12.25%

Diversified fixed interest

2.37%

T 2.88%

Median (comparable options)
Cash

0.22%

Median (comparable options)

S 0.21%

S returns above peer median.
T returns below peer median.
The Moderate and Sustainable investment options started from the merger date on 1 April 2021. These options
have been excluded from this assessment due to insufficient data.

For more information, please visit spiritsuper.com.au.
You can also call us on 1800 005 166. We’re here to help.
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Fees and costs
We keep our fees low, so our members have more to invest for the future. Spirit Super is run solely for the benefit
of our members — we don’t pay commissions to advisors or give profits to shareholders.
As a result of our merger, we decreased administration fees from 1 April 2021 for all members. Based on
administration fees at 30 June 2021, members invested in our choice product paid annual administration fees for
a $50,000 account balance of $145. This is almost half as much as the median MySuper fund of $290 per year!
On a total fees basis (administration plus investment fees), Spirit Super choice members paid less than the
median fund over all account balances.
Our administration fees compared to industry median
$900

$460

$450

$290
$220
$168
$113

$83

$10,000

$105

$25,000

$145

$50,000
2021 Spirit Super

$100,000

$250,000

2021 Industry median

Investment risk
For the period ending 30 June 2021, our choice product investment options (except for International shares) have
provided lower volatility and superior risk-adjusted returns over longer time periods than the industry median
than the industry median.
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Assessment factors
Investment strategy
We offer a range of investment options with different asset allocations and risk profiles to suit the diverse needs
of our members. Our investment strategy is designed to maximise the probability of achieving return objectives
across the long term. Achieving these return objectives provides members with greater certainty about their
retirement outcomes.
We focus on investing in assets that are expected to generate strong returns for members, while also contributing
to the communities where they live.
Our assessment confirms that the strategy for our choice product investment options are consistent with their
risk and return objectives and are appropriate for our members.
Our investment options’ risk and return objectives are available to view in our Investment guide.
Going forward, we’ll look to use our increased scale to seek more opportunities for investment in high-quality
direct assets, such as property and infrastructure assets. We’ll also look to increase our internal investment
expertise with specialist knowledge to strengthen returns outcomes for our members.
Insurance strategy and fees
We recognise how important it is to have insurance cover that’s appropriate and affordable for our members. Most
Spirit Super members get default death, total and permanent disablement cover and income protection cover
(default B members) when they become a member and meet certain eligibility criteria.
The level of cover we automatically provide our members is based on their likely needs and considers a range of
characteristics of our membership. We also believe that the cost of default insurance cover should be no more than
1% of salary over a member’s lifetime (to retirement).

Our members’ claims experience
as measured by approval rates and
claim times was better than our
competitors over 2020-21.

Our insurance fees for default
cover (June 2021) are below the
1% threshold and therefore don’t
inappropriately erode the retirement
balances of our members.

With the COVID-19 uncertainty
impacting our new fund’s insurance
pricing over 2020-21, we’ll be looking
to undertake a pricing review in 2022.

Options benefits and facilities
We strive to support our members’ journey with choice and service as unique as they are.

We pride ourselves on easy
interactions, excellent service, and
personal support, with products
and services that offer good value
and meet the changing needs of
members now and in the long run.

Spirit Super members benefit from
a range of quality services that
are well used and offer good value.
This includes access to a local
contact centre, staff located in
our member’s communities, online
access via Member Online and
the Spirit Super app, web tools
and articles, advice options, and
access to employer, retirement and
financial planning seminars and
webinars at no additional cost.

In 2021, we maintained our Platinum
rating from independent ratings
agency SuperRatings for our value
for money, investment performance,
fees, member servicing and fund
operations.

We regularly assess these services to make sure they’re appropriate for our members. These assessments include
measurement of usage, member experience and cost.
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Scale
Following our successful merger between MTAA Super and Tasplan, we’re now positioned in the top 25% of funds
in terms of funds managed on behalf of members. Our membership growth is above the median as compared to
other funds.
350,000

330,756

$30B
$26.6 billion

300,000

$25B

250,000
$20B
201,861
200,000
$15B

$12.6 billion

150,000
$10B
100,000

$5B

50,000

0

$0B

Accounts
2020

2021

Funds under management +$26.6 billion. Up 112% from
financial year 2020.

FUM
2020

2021

Member accounts +330,000. Up 64.5% from financial year
2020.

As a larger fund, we’ve been able and will continue to take advantage of economies of scale. Our scale will support
our long-term sustainability, enabling us to negotiate improved fees with strategic partners and investment
managers and continue to improve products and services to further improve retirement outcomes for our
members at competitive rates.
Our increased scale has already reduce administration fees for all Spirit Super members. Further negotiations with
strategic partners and investment managers are flagged for 2022 to continue reducing costs over the longer term.
Setting of fees and operating costs
The fees and costs we charge are designed to provide good long-term value and be sustainable, competitive, and
equitable.
Administration fees relate to the cost of providing services like our contact centre, member seminars, member
communications and online tools to provide our members with what they need to grow their super for retirement.
For the financial year ended 30 June 2021, Spirit Super achieved a total operating expense ratio below the median
of other funds, confirming that our fees are set appropriately and in the best financial interests of our members.

For more information, please visit spiritsuper.com.au.
You can also call us on 1800 005 166. We’re here to help.
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Elysia and Spirit
Super member, Elly

Annual determination for the period ending
30 June 2021
Based on this assessment the trustee has
determined:

- scale within the trustee’s business
operations isn’t causing a disadvantage

• that the Spirit Super choice product
compares well to peers and meets the
financial interests of beneficiaries in regard
to fees and costs, returns, investment
strategy and the level of investment risk

- operating costs of the trustee’s business
operations aren’t inappropriately affecting
the financial interests, and

• that the financial interests of the
beneficiaries of all members are promoted
by the trustee because:
- the options, benefits and facilities offered
are appropriate
- the insurance strategy for the choice
product is appropriate and the insurance
fees don’t inappropriately erode retirement
income
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- that the basis for the setting of fees is
appropriate.

Appendix 1 - Assessment
methodology
This Member outcomes assessment
is prepared by the Motor
Trades Association of Australia
Superannuation Fund Board as
trustee of Spirit Super to comply
with s52(9) of the Superannuation
Industry Supervision Act 1993 (SIS
Act) and Superannuation Prudential
Standard 515 Strategic Planning and
Member Outcomes (SPS 515).

Comparative factors
Comparing returns and fees associated with our MySuper, choice and
retirement products have been undertaken separately. Returns, fees and
investment risk are compared to the median for a reasonable peer group
as noted in the following table.

As prescribed by the regulations of
the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA), the member
outcomes assessment includes:
• assessment of our performance
relative to peers (comparison
factors):

Product

Investment
option

Peer group

Data source

MySuper

Balanced
(MySuper)

All MySuper
investment options.

• APRA Annual
Statistics
• APRA MySuper
Heatmap
• SuperRatings
(investment risk
only).

Choice

Growth

Diversified
investment option
with similar % of
growth assets.

• APRA Choice
Heatmap (fees
only)
• SuperRatings.

Sustainable1
Moderate1

- investment returns

Conservative

- fees and costs

Australian
shares

- investment risk.

International
shares

• assessment of the
appropriateness of assessment
factors:

Single sector options • SuperRatings.
within the same
sector (eg Cash).

Diversified
fixed interest

- investment strategy

Cash

- insurance strategy and fees

Retirement Growth

- options, benefits, and facilities

Long-term

1

- fees and costs

Sustainable1

- scale

Diversified
investment option
with similar % of
growth assets.

• SuperRatings.

Moderate1

- the setting of fees and operating
costs.

Balanced1
Conservative
Australian
shares
International
shares

Single sector options • SuperRatings.
within the same
sector (eg Cash).

Diversified
fixed interest
Cash
These investment options started on 1 April 2021. Where sufficient data is
unavailable, these options have been excluded from the assessment.
1
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Assessment factors
This assessment area determines whether the level of risk, additional benefits, services and facilities, and default
insurance associated with our MySuper, choice and retirement products are affordable and appropriate to members
holding those products.
Further, an assessment of the scale, operating costs, and the basis for setting fees has been undertaken to
determine that they’re not causing disadvantages or inappropriately affecting the financial interests of our
members.
In most instances, the additional assessment factors, including the services we offer, is consistent between all
products. Where this is the case, the analysis has been performed only once for each factor.

For more information, please visit spiritsuper.com.au.
You can also call us on 1800 005 166. We’re here to help.
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–
1800 005 166
info@spiritsuper.com.au
spiritsuper.com.au
GPO Box 1547
Hobart TAS 7001

